
Labster Virtual Labs
Forthcoming Simulations and
Learning Content-October 2021

Labster is a world-leading provider of
virtual lab simulations for higher
education and high schools.

The simulations are designed to let
students learn by doing in a virtual
laboratory, solving real-case problems.
Quiz questions test the students’
knowledge, supporting an inquiry-based
and deep-learning approach. The
students will train real lab skills in a safe
virtual environment where they can
safely make mistakes, and learn at their
own pace.

This October, we are planning to expand
our catalog with 14 new simulations, new
science animations, and more lab

supplements. We are thrilled to o�er more great content, in a wide range of
science topics, to enrich the teaching and learning experience of educators
and students across the world.

Making our virtual labs accessible to all is at the core of our mission, and we
are delighted to announce that even more of our simulations will be available
in di�erent languages as well as in accessibility mode.
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What’s coming this October?
Original Simulations 2

→ Organic Chemistry 2
→ General Chemistry 3
→ General Biology & Chemistry 3
→ Earth Sciences 3
→ Physics 3

Short-Form Simulations 4
→ Biomedical Sciences / General Biology 4
→ General Chemistry / Biomedical Sciences 5

Science Animations 5

Banks of Quiz Questions 6

More Translated Simulations 6

More Accessible Simulations 7

Original Simulations

In October 2021, we plan to release eight new, original simulations in Organic
Chemistry, General Biology & Chemistry, Earth Sciences and Physics. These
simulations cover topics new to our catalog, and o�er students an immersive
learning experience.

→ Organic Chemistry

Carbon Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR): What is the mystery compound?
LEARNING GOALS: Critique the utility and limitations of 13C-NMR techniques in determining the
molecular structure of organic compounds
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses
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Synthesis of Aspirin: How to fight students’ migraines
LEARNING GOALS: Introduce a practical example of multistep sequential synthesis through the
manufacture of aspirin; Identify points of loss within a reaction scheme and relate this to the
percentage yield of product formed; Recognize the utility of purity measurements after synthesis
LEVEL: Higher Education First Year; High School Late Stages

→ General Chemistry

Chemical Nomenclature (Inorganic Chemistry)
LEARNING GOALS: Apply International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) naming rules
and conventions to inorganic molecular species and recognize exceptions where they exist
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses; High School Late Stages

→ General Biology & Chemistry

Properties of Water
LEARNING GOALS: Summarize the properties of water as a polar molecule that are central to
sustaining life
LEVEL: High School Mid to Late Stages

→ Earth Sciences

The Nitrogen Cycle
LEARNING GOALS: Describe and illustrate Earth's nitrogen cycle
LEVEL: High School Early Stages

Principles of the Water Cycle
LEARNING GOALS: Describe and illustrate Earth's water cycle
LEVEL: High School Early Stages

→ Physics

Introduction to Radioactive Decay
LEARNING GOALS: Investigate and calculate key kinetic parameters of radioactive decay modes
LEVEL: High School Mid to Late Stages

Applications of Buoyancy: Floatation
LEARNING GOALS: Apply the concept of buoyant force on an object relative to its weight to see if
it can float in a liquid of a given density; Relate the submerged fraction of a floating object to its
average density relative to the fluid it is floating in
LEVEL: High School Early Stages
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Short-Form Simulations

Adapted from original simulations, our short-form simulations have a play time
ranging from 5 to 20 minutes. They are focused on one specific topic, concept, or
technique, making them flexible and easy to integrate in your class, lab work, or
allocate as homework. This October, we expect to launch six new of these:

→ Biomedical Sciences / General Biology

Organs and Cells of the Immune System
LEARNING GOALS: Summarize the key cells and organs involved in innate and adaptive immune
responses
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses; High School Late Stages
Adapted from: ‘Introduction to Immunology’ simulation

Immunoassays for Detecting SARS-CoV-2 Antibodies
LEARNING GOALS: Interpret the SARS-CoV-2 exposure and infection status of individuals using
serum immunoassay data
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses; High School Late Stages
Adapted from: ‘Introduction to Immunology’ simulation

Gene Linkage Analysis
LEARNING GOALS: Perform a genetic linkage analysis of specific mutations and cancer
development risk
LEVEL: Higher Education Years Two to Four
Adapted from: ‘Medical Genetics’ simulation

Cancer: Impact of BRCA Mutations
LEARNING GOALS: Justify an individual's cancer risk using familial and personal BRCA1 and BRCA2
mutation status data
LEVEL: Higher Education Years Two to Four
Adapted from: ‘Medical Genetics’ simulation

→ General Chemistry / Biomedical Sciences

Ion Exchange Chromatography
LEARNING GOALS: Explain the use of ion-exchange column chromatography for separating
compounds in a mixed sample
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses
Adapted from: ‘Parkinson's Disease’ simulation
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Size Exclusion Chromatography
LEARNING GOALS: Explain the use of size exclusion column chromatography for separating
compounds in a mixed sample
LEVEL: Higher Education Introductory Courses
Adapted from: ‘Parkinson's Disease’ simulation

To browse our catalog of simulations, visit www.labster.com/simulations

Science Animations

In October 2021, we will further enrich our library of 3D science animations, with
new videos designed to help students visualize scientific phenomena in a range of
topics such as Microbiology, Biotechnology, Physiology and Chemistry. Each video is
a stand-alone resource that educators can easily share with students through a
link in their syllabus or learning management system (LMS).

Banks of Quiz Questions

When educators and students access Labster, they benefit from a complete
ecosystem of teaching and learning resources.

Each of our simulations come with the following supplements:
● Theory Pages - to learn or review the theory applied in the lab
● Lab Manual - to prepare for and document the virtual lab
● Lab Report Template - for students to demonstrate their learning
● Quiz Question Documents - with and without answers, editable by educators

This October, we will enrich the latter with additional quiz questions for about 20 of
our most popular simulations. These banks of original questions, not included in the
simulations play, will enable educators to further assess students’ learning on topics
covered in the simulations.

Get in touch with our team to find out more.
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More Translated Simulations

We support educators and students across the world and some of our most popular
simulations are already available in several languages. This year, we are working to
get most of our catalog translated into Spanish, German, French, and Italian.
In October 2021, about 70 of our simulations will be available in all four languages.

We are also working on the translation of our supplemental content, starting with
Theory Pages and Lab Manuals which will be made available in the four di�erent
languages for translated simulations this fall.

To find out more, visit our local hubs in Spanish, German, French, and Italian.

More Accessible Simulations

Accessibility is a top priority for Labster. We have developed many new features to
cover all aspects of the WCAG 2.0 Level AA standards. More than half of our existing
simulations can be played using keyboard navigation and screen readers.
Additionally, every new simulation that is released will be made accessible as it is
launched or shortly thereafter.

Click here to read more about accessibility at Labster.
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